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Before We Begin

Submit your questions 

anytime using the Q&A 

function in the control panel

In the handouts section:

• Speaker Biographies

• Slide Copies

The recording will be available 

on our website within a few 

days of the broadcast

For CPE credit, please answer the 

polling questions throughout the 

webinar and the survey at the end.  

Certificates will be emailed by the end 

of the month.
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• Federal Tax Updates
• Beverly Seier, CPA, CPCU

• Solar Tax Credits
• Elizabeth Krikke, CPA
• Jacob Pensler, CPA, MBA

• R & D Tax Credits / Cost Segregation
• JD Lewis, III

• Payroll Tax Issues
• Phil Parisot, CPA, MT

• State and Local Tax Updates
• Will Clarke, JD, EA
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Inflation Reduction Act
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• 1% excise tax on the value of stock buybacks for publicly traded US corporations. Applies to “private” 
banks or other entities that have stock listed on the over-the-counter (OTC) securities markets (i.e., 
OTCQX, OTCQB, and Pink Markets). The buybacks are reduced by the value of any stock issued 
during the tax year.

• Applies to stock buybacks after 12/31/2022

• Not deductible for tax purposes; tax effects are not included in income tax expense

• Excise tax would not apply to the following: 

• Total value of stock repurchased during the year is < $1 million
• Repurchase is part of a tax-free reorganization under Sec. 368(a)
• Repurchased stock is contributed to an employer sponsored retirement plan or ESOP
• Repurchases by a RIC or REIT
• Repurchase is by a dealer in securities in the ordinary course of business
• Repurchase is treated as a dividend

NEED TO PLAN AND DETERMINE IMPACT!!

The key elements are: 



Inflation Reduction Act (continued)
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• Corporate Alternative Minimum Tax of 15% of a corporation’s “adjusted financial statement income” for 
the tax year (book earnings), reduced by a Corporate Alternative Minimum Foreign Tax Credit. The tax 
would apply only to corporations with average annual adjusted financial statement income over $1 
billion for the three prior years. A special rule applies for foreign-parented multinational groups which 
lowers that income threshold to $100 million. Effective for tax years beginning after 12/31/2022.

• $80 billion boost to the IRS for enforcement.

• $374 billion in climate and energy spending, such as expanded tax credits for renewable energy projects. 
Also, it ends per-manufacturer limits for the $7,500 tax credit for purchases of electric vehicles. 

• Medicare would be allowed to negotiate certain drug prices, starting with 10 high-priced drugs in 2026 
and expanding from there.

• Three-year extension of expanded Affordable Care Act (ACA) health care benefits through 2025.

The key elements are: 



Inflation Reduction Act (continued)
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• Does not address the bonus depreciation phase-out due to begin 1/1/23. Bonus depreciation 
rates are as follows:

• 2022 – 100%

• 2023 – 80%

• 2024 – 60%

• 2025 – 40%

• 2026 – 20%

• 2027 – None

• Does not address Section 174 amortization of R&D expenditures

• Leaves intact the Section 163(j) interest limitation change from EBITDA to EBIT

What’s NOT in the Act?



Polling Question

Does your company intend to repurchase stock in excess of $1 million 
in the future?

A. Yes, in 2023
B. Yes, in 2024 - 2026
C. No, we don’t generally repurchase stock to that level



What is a Solar Credit Deal and 
How Does it Work?

Elizabeth Krikke, CPA
Tax Manager

Jacob Pensler, CPA, MBA
Tax Principal
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What are the tax benefits?
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1. Solar investment tax credit (ITC)

2. Bonus depreciation

3. Return on investment

4. Possible state benefits



Solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC)
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• Dollar-for-dollar reduction of income tax owed to the federal government

Example:

$18,000,000 cost of solar farm x 26% = $4,680,000 credit

• The solar investment tax credit rates:

Prior to Inflation Act Inflation Reduction Act

2022 = 26% 2022-2032 = 30%
2023 = 22%
2024 = 10%



Bonus Depreciation
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• Commercial solar energy projects qualify for a five-year tax 

depreciation life (GAAP is twenty)

• Note – bonus depreciation rates are currently sunsetting

2022 = 100% of asset can be fully depreciated
2023 = 80%
2024 = 60%
2025 = 40%
2026 = 20%



Other Benefits
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• The priority preferred return on the investment

• Some states offer additional tax credits and incentives



Any Downsides?
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• Investment risk

• Tax credit pitfalls
▪ Five-year income inclusion (IRC Section 50(d)) to offset tax credit

Example:

If the 2022 Tax credit was $2,000,000, then the income adjustment of 
$1,000,000 would be spread out over five years:

2022 = $200,000
2023 = $200,000
2024 = $200,000
2025 = $200,000
2026 = $200,000

▪ Potential tax credit recapture within the first five years of investment



Thank you!
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R&D and Fixed Asset Opportunities

JD Lewis
Principal

Tax Methods & Credit Services Practice Leader
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Agenda

• Cost Segregation

• Research and Development Tax Credits

22



What Is Cost Segregation?

• A detailed analysis of all of the hard and soft cost associated with construction of an 

asset into appropriate depreciable life; typically 39 year to a shorter life

• Applies to new construction, Leasehold improvements or purchase of existing 

properties in current AND prior tax years. 

• NPV for every $1M reclassified from 39-year property to a shorter life could exceed 

250k (assuming 100 percent bonus applies)
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Types Of Cost Segregation Projects

• Current Year Study

• Newly constructed facilities or recently acquired properties

• Owned or leased (lease term does not matter – tax real property life is still 15 or 39 
years)

• Renovations and Expansions

• Retroactive Study (placed in service in prior years)

• Can file a Form 3115 to catch-up missed depreciation in current tax year 
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Benefits of Cost Segregation

• Accelerates tax deductions resulting in increased Cash Flow

• Allows for more accurate bookkeeping of tax fixed assets

• Ability to easily utilize partial disposition election moving forward

25



Concerns Around Cost Segregation

• Effect to financial statements?

• None – The increased deduction is tax only

• IRS contention?

• Cost segregation widely accepted by IRS (Cost Segregation, ATG and field 
directives)

26



R&D Basics

• Credit for Increasing Research and Development Activities

• Credits Available at Both The State and Federal Level

• Federal Credit was Made Permanent in 2015

27



• Key Questions:

• Did the company develop a product (including software) or improve a process?

• Does the company have patents or other intellectual property?

• Does the company have book R&D expense?

Triggers For Research Tax Incentives
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1. Employee wages

2. Supplies

3. Outside contract research

Three Categories Of Costs



• Increased cash flows

• Reduced operating expenditures

• Incentives for further research and development activities to better position the 

company to stay technologically competitive.

Benefits of Research Tax Incentives Analysis

30



Polling Question

Have you built or extensively remodeled any locations in the past 5 
years?

A. Yes

B. Not yet, but planning to do it soon

C. No



Payroll Tax Issues Impacting 
Financial Services Companies

Philip Parisot, CPA, MT
Employment Tax Senior Manager

State and Local Tax
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Payroll Tax Issues

• Multi-state employee considerations

• Withholding, non-resident employees, determining 
which state has jurisdiction, other issues



Multi-State Employee Considerations

• Employers are generally required to withhold state income tax (SIT) from employee wages in states where 
employees perform services.  If an employer has not previously had employees work within a particular 
state, then the employer should register with the state’s Department of Revenue (DOR) to obtain a SIT 
withholding account number.  The employer will be required to withhold SIT from wages earned within the 
state, remit amounts withheld to the DOR, and file periodic SIT withholding returns.

• Every state – and every combination of states – has its own rules governing SIT withholding requirements.  
In addition to general withholding criteria, states may have a de minimis threshold, reciprocal agreements, 
convenience of the employer rule, and temporary guidance during the COVID-19 period.  Each of these 
factors must be evaluated for an employer to properly determine where a SIT withholding obligation exists.

• Many states require employers to withhold SIT from all wages earned by a resident employee, regardless of 
where the wages are earned.  However, some states relieve the employer from withholding SIT from 
resident employee wages earned within another state if the employee’s wages earned within the other 
state are subject to SIT withholding by that state.

• Nonresident SIT withholding is ordinarily required on wages earned within each nonresident 
state.



Multi-State Employee Considerations (continued)

• Numerous states have a statutory de minimis threshold, below which SIT withholding is not 
required.  This threshold may be based on the number of days worked within a state during the 
tax year, the percentage of the employee’s annual income earned within that state, or a specific 
dollar amount.  De minimis thresholds may potentially apply to all employees working within a 
state, or only to nonresidents working within that state.

• Several states impose a convenience of the employer rule, under which all of a nonresident 
employee’s wages are subject to SIT withholding (including wages earned outside the 
nonresident state) unless the employer can demonstrate that the employee performed services 
outside the state for business purposes, rather than convenience.

• Throughout 2020-2021, many states provided SIT withholding relief to employers that had 
employees temporarily working within a state due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

• It is a best practice for employers to actively track the location(s) where employees perform 
services to ensure that the employer is compliant with respect to its SIT withholding, depositing, 
and filing obligations.



Multi-State Employee Considerations (continued)

• The determination of which state has jurisdiction for purposes of state unemployment insurance 
(SUI) is based on different criteria than SIT.  An employee’s wages may be subject to SIT 
withholding in two or more states during a year.  However, under the Interstate Reciprocal 
Coverage Arrangement an employee’s wages are ordinarily subject to SUI only in that state 
where their services are localized.  Localization occurs when the majority of an employee’s 
services are performed within one state, and services performed within other states are 
incidental to services performed within the primary state.

• To evaluate which state can claim an employee’s wages for purposes of SUI, a four-tiered test is 
applied.  If application of the first tier is inconclusive, then the next tier is applied (and so on) 
until a determination has been made.

• Localization of services
• Employee’s base of operations
• Place of direction or control
• Place of residency



State & Local Tax
and

Financial Services Companies

Will Clarke, JD, EA
Senior Manager, State and Local Tax
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Polling Question

If your organization utilizes remote employees, have you considered the 
nexus implications?

A. Yes
B. No, but I think I need to
C. No, we are fine



State Tax Overview
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• Income & Franchise Tax

• Bank Tax

• Sales & Use Tax

• Property Tax 

With recent multistate tax developments, financial service companies are 
finding that state and local taxes are becoming a more material aspect of 
their overall tax burden. 



State Tax Nexus –Physical Presence
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• Physical Location

• Remote Employees

• Assets

• Lines of Credit offered in a State 

As a result of the recent “remote work” trend, financial service companies 
are finding that they’ve established state tax nexus in new states as a 
remote employee will generally establish nexus. Work state generally 
determined by payroll withholding state. 



State Tax Nexus –Economic Nexus
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• Financial services companies may find they have established economic nexus 
with a number of states due to gross receipts derived from the state. 

• Income Tax standard typically $500,000 or more of gross revenue

• Roughly 15 states now have economic nexus rules for income taxes & gross 
receipts taxes

• Sales Tax standard typically $100,000 or more of gross revenue

• 45 states now have sales tax economic nexus rules

As a result of the U.S. Supreme Court’s Wayfair decision, states are now 
starting to roll out economic presence nexus rules on taxpayers, including 
financial services companies.  While the Wayfair decision covered sales & 
use taxes, states are also imposing economic nexus provisions covering 
income & franchise taxes as well as gross receipts taxes. 



Nexus Concerns?

Phase One (Nexus Review) : Review of state activity by entity, including 
gross revenue by state, employee locations, asset locations, and other 
activities. Summary matrix provided with state specific guidance and 
nexus determinations.

Phase Two (Exposure Review): After determining states with nexus 
disconnects, an exposure review needs to be performed to determine 
if historical state tax exposures exist. If those exposures are material, 
mitigation measures should be taken.

Phase Three (Mitigation Assistance): After identifying states with nexus 
concerns and material historical exposures, mitigation steps should be 
taken to reduce historical exposures. Voluntary Disclosure Agreements 
are great tools to clean up exposures, eliminate penalties and reduce 
historical audit risk. 

Nexus Study Process 
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State Tax Credits & Incentives
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As economic development competition heats up among states, valuable 
state income tax credits can be found. States have recently rolled out new 
tax credits and increased incentives associated with job creation and hiring. 
Forty-two states now have various tax credits & incentives associated with 
job creation and economic development.

• “Job Tax Credits” can be found in certain states, awarding valuable income tax credits 
for the creation of new jobs in a state. Generally, require certain “eligible business 
types”, financial institutions may be eligible depending on location of branches.

• “Veteran Employment Credits” can also be found in certain states, where hiring a 
certain number of veterans will generate tax credits for the business. 

• Curious about potential tax credit opportunities, either historical or prospective? 
Reach out to our team! 



Thank you!
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QUESTIONS?

We’re here to help 



September 29, 2022

FSG Quarterly Accounting & Reporting Update 
Q3

October 13, 2022

FSG Loan Review/Credit Risk Webinar

November 16, 2022

FSG Risk Management, Compliance & Internal 
Audit Forum

December 8, 2022

FSG Finance & Strategy Forum

Upcoming 
Financial 
Services 
Group 
Forums

Register for these & all other 
Elliott Davis webinars at 

www.elliottdavis.com/events
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